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Misconceptions and Facts  
Treaty-making was a complex and sacred process. Interpretations of the treaties vary due to 
the differing worldviews of the participating nations. Over time several misconceptions have 
developed in our society about what the treaties provide and how they were intended to be 
interpreted and implemented. Some of the most common misconceptions and the facts 
associated with them are listed in the chart below. 

Treaty Misconceptions and Facts 
Misconceptions Facts 
Treaties are simple land transactions The 	treaties 	are 	permanent, 	legal 

binding, solemn agreements between 
the crown and the First Nations people 
of Canada. 	In addition to the land, the 
treaties create a fundamental political 
relationship, establishing obligations and 
expectations 	on 	both 	sides. 	This 
relationship 	included the 	principles 	of 
peaceful 	co-existence 	and 	mutual 
benefit. 

Treaties have no relevance today: they are 
part of the past. 

In 	1982, when the 	Constitution was 
repatriated, Section 35 recognized and 
affirmed existing treaty rights. Like other 
rights and freedoms that all Canadians 
enjoy, treaty rights are guaranteed by 
the Canadian Constitution which is the 
primary law of the land. We all live 
under the rule of law, so treaties must 
be honoured. There is no expiration date 
on the treaties; they are intended to be 
enduring. 	The leaders who negotiated 
the treaties spoke about the "children 
yet unborn" because they wanted the 
agreement 	to 	reflect 	the 	changing 
realities for the generations to come. 

Treaties benefit only First Nations people The 	treaties 	benefit 	all 	Canadians 
because they offer a unique foundation 
to 	build 	a 	harmonious future for all 
Canadian people. 	Prior to the turn of 
the 	last 	century, 	both 	First 	Nations 
people and the Crown/Government of 
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Canada saw treaties as a viable means of 
defining 	how 	everyone 	could 	live 
together for the good of all. 

The written text of treaty is all that a person 
needs to understand treaties. 

While the Government of Canada relied 
on 	written 	documents, 	First 	Nations 
people 	relied 	on 	oral 	traditions 
regarding the "spirit and intent" of the 
treaties. 	First Nations people believe 
the written documents do not capture 
the 	spirit 	and 	intent 	from 	the 	First 
Nations' perspectives. 

First Nations leaders did not understand the 
treaty process because they were uneducated. 

At the time of the treaty signing, the 
First Nations leaders who bargained the 
terms of the treaties, were formidable 
negotiators and 	understood 	how the 
treaty rights and benefits would affect 
the future of their people. 

First Nations people did not have civilized 
societies and when the Europeans came to 
North America, they taught the indigenous 
people how to survive in this environment, 

First Nations people had well developed 
societies 	with 	their 	own 	forms 	of 
commerce, 	government, 	education, 
spirituality, 	technologies, 	etc., 	with 	a 
similar 	conceptual 	base. 	The 	First 
Nations people lived in harmony with 
nature for thousands of years, making 
them perfect environmentalists. 	They 
taught the Europeans essential survival 
skills because the newcomers found it 
difficult to exist in the harsh conditions; 
in fact, some would not have stayed or 
survived if it hadn't been for the First 
Nations people. 

Treaties are a thing of the past or "frozen in 
time." 

Treaties are living agreements and were 
meant to last as long as the sun shines 
and the rivers flow. 

Treaties 	gave 	newcomers 	full 	access 	to 
resources. 

When the treaties were agreed to the 
First Nations people agreed to share the 
land only to the depth of the plough. 

Only First Nations people are treaty people. All people in Saskatchewan are treaty 
people. A treaty person is anyone who 
benefits 	from 	treaty 	agreements 	in 
Saskatchewan. Beneficiaries of the five 
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numbered treaties live, make a living, 
and enjoy a way of life on the land 
shared 	through 	treaty-making. 	The 
treaties are intended to provide benefits 
for succeeding generations. 	Today all 
residents in Saskatchewan continue to 
benefit from treaties. 

First Nations people don't pay tax. Many First Nations people live in urban 
areas 	and 	off-reserve. 	First 	Nations 
people are only exempt from paying tax 
if they live, work and make purchases 
on-reserve. 

First Nations people get a free education. Education was a promise made in the 
treaties. 	However, 	due 	to 	funding 
limitations, this promise has not been 
fully honoured. 	First 	Nations 	people 
wanting 	to 	attend 	post-secondary 
institutions must apply for funding from 
their First Nation and are not guaranteed 
funding 	for 	their 	educational 
endeavours. 
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